
All About Energy

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Electrical energy Heat Kinetic energy Environment

Fossil Fuel Energy Food chain Gravity

1. ______________ - type of energy that comes from electric current

2. ______________ - the ability to make an object move or cause a change in
matter; the ability to do work

3. ______________ - everything around an organism; it is made up of living and
nonliving things in an area.

4. ______________ - a chain of organisms that starts with a producer and then
each organism on the chain is eaten by the next; the process of energy being
passed by an animal eating and being eaten

5. ______________ - an energy source that is made from the remains of plants
and animals that died a long time ago and were buried under layers of the
Earth; the heat and pressure underground changed the remains into oil,
natural gas and coal

6. ______________ - a force of attraction that pulls objects toward each other

7. ______________ - the thermal energy transferred from an object at a higher
temperature to an object at a lower temperature

8. ______________ - the energy of motion, such as a skier moving down a hill
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All About Energy

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Electrical energy Heat Kinetic energy Environment

Fossil Fuel Energy Food chain Gravity

1. Electrical energy - type of energy that comes from electric current

2. Energy - the ability to make an object move or cause a change in matter;
the ability to do work

3. Environment - everything around an organism; it is made up of living
and nonliving things in an area.

4. Food chain - a chain of organisms that starts with a producer and then
each organism on the chain is eaten by the next; the process of energy being
passed by an animal eating and being eaten

5. Fossil Fuel - an energy source that is made from the remains of plants
and animals that died a long time ago and were buried under layers of the
Earth; the heat and pressure underground changed the remains into oil,
natural gas and coal

6. Gravity - a force of attraction that pulls objects toward each other

7. Heat - the thermal energy transferred from an object at a higher
temperature to an object at a lower temperature

8. Kinetic energy - the energy of motion, such as a skier moving down a hill
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